A third year student in fashion
design, looking for an internship
(three,
six
months,
more..
I’m
available) from September ‘16. This
will permit me to learn real stuffs
and also end my fashion designer
program started in Paris.
I would love to do that in an
English-speaking country to learn
even more things. I have only basic
skills in sewing but I am a quick and
creative learner. I enjoy to do a lot
of designs research, about trends
too. I have many ideas, inspirations
and ambitions but I can do coffee as
you please.

Project
Laure Rebecca Pichon
21 years (6/16/1995)
Mail: Laurerebecca@hotmail.com
Phone: +33771600505
Address: 16 rue Saint-Louis
93500 Pantin (FRANCE)

CURRICULUM
VITAE

Degrees

In a couple of years, I would see
myself
be
part
of
a
challenging-creative
colective,
collaborating with some new dynamic
artists (musical, audiovisual..) and
also shaking the all society (of
course.. aha). In a looong time, when
I’m gonna be old, I will open my own
experimental restaurant for sure.

2013-2016 Preparing a fashion designer degree (trends & marketing
option) at parisian fashion school ATELIER CHARDON SAVARD.
2013 «Design and applied arts sciences and technics» Baccalauréate
(French high school diploma)

Experiences
_
I
experienced
several
student jobs (kitchen-helping,
orders
preparing)
where
I
learned efficiency and rush
time.
_
I participated to several
different painting ateliers
since forever.
_
I did a one week watching
internship at Petit Bateau,
2010.. I was young.
fictive stylism
with non-fictive
brands (AW16) for
a fictive editorial.
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DETOURNEMENT

I design illustrations with paint,
colouring pencils, felt pen, pen,
graphic
tablet
and
Photoshop,
moodboards,
color
ranges
and
technical sheets on Illustrator.

Skills preview

Mike Aguilera/ Seaworld

Lot # 446 Lucite
Vanity Chair Seat.

PRECIOUS SKIN

Esmay Wagemans

Just a scar
Wolfgang Tillmans

Tumblr

Fransesca Bianconi

Esmay Wagemans

La doudoune

